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Dada OR Dadaji is Sri Sri Satyanarayana- The Endless world; The Eternal Creation and Destruction                                             

The creator of Destiny -Why & what for? - Abhi Bhattacharya 

(These are the first 2 pages of the 800-page book) 

I may not be a writer; however, I am still compelled to write. Something which I feel every person should not be oblivious 

about i.e. To experience the reality of this world with Dadaji, the opportunity offered to us by HIM for the first time, to dwell 

in HIS creation. How fortunate have been the humans of this age, who are able to see Gopal-Govinda in the form of Dada 

or Dadaji- The route of all creation- Sri-Sri Satyanarayana, as in, The Cosmos, The Life in creation, the identity of every living 

being, who is residing as a family man in the most natural, apparent manner in a worldly environment. It is HIS great will for 

HE chose to appear in human form for the welfare of humanity. It was HIS will because of which I lived and travelled with 

HIM within India and in other countries as well for last 20 years, recorded HIS voice & noted HIS sayings during this journey.   

HE said, “Towards the end of an era, HE must come, when the civilization undergoes grave, extreme form of sufferings’’ 

The humans of this civilization are extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to listen directly- from the ‘core’ of all 

creations. The center of all creation was not visible in this form ever before in the previous civilizations. In this human world, 

as in, HE would himself appear in human form, goes beyond our imaginations, surpasses the highest of ideas. This creation 

is for HIS play, for HIM to relish HIS love with HIS own created beings. This creation is for HIM to taste HIS love and to indulge 

in it.’’ I have come here to do Leela and shall leave after performing Leela. (Divine Play). Dada or Dadaji who is the elder 

brother to this whole world never addresses himself as ‘I’ The letter ‘I’ is bound by limits, its dead. Dadaji always addresses 

himself as ‘HE’ or ‘HIS’ like He says- “I am no-body. Would you like to see, this is no-body?” (I am an eyewitness). Dadaji’s 

body is not like ours. He may be right in front of us at one moment but HE sees himself as ONE with the entire universe, the 

cosmos, because HE himself is the sole identity of every individual. HE is in every speck of dust, in plants & trees, snakes, 

frogs, cankerworms, grasshoppers, flies, sun moon, stars and galaxies. He is the existence, the life all-pervading this world. 

As the great poet Rabindranath Tagore in one of his songs says -The universe full of life. Here, I am sitting in Dadaji’s room 

and can see HIM, full of life in pictures hanging all over on the walls, HIS gaze pervades eternity. 

Dadaji’s body is no ordinary human body. It may appear to us that HE is lying down or settled in a sitting posture, the way 

HE shows us is what we see. However, at the same time HE may be present anywhere else at any other part of the world 

with someone who is devoted to HIM. So, HE may be appearing at many different places at the same time. He may not 

move from one place to another, HE is existing inside of everybody as life (Prana), HE covers every space. HE emanates 

fragrance (anga-gandha). It is HIS wish due to which so many people are able to experience HIS presence in many 

different places all over the world. This is possible because HE makes HIS present felt everywhere. There are no walls or 

barrier in between -All is in ONE. The Truth. Truth is One. (Om tat sat). He walks inside through closed doors and exits later. I 

shall share this instance in detail separately. 

No one can comprehend the God Almighty. God himself splits into different forms to create destiny (i.e., creates us) HE is 

the creator of destiny. Hence, all of us are born with our own individual destiny. All of us have to leave this world once our 

time is over. I am a part of this destiny too, controlled by it only to pen down Dadaji’s words in writing. So how does it matter 

that I am an actor by profession and work in Films, I am bound to leave this world too, once I complete my designated 

act. Whether it is human world or the world of cinema, the desires and attachment of mind, function in a similar manner 

everywhere. Human beings can do nothing, they have no power of their own. HE has said everything about me that I am 

apart of HIM, not everyone can be. HE Himself has come in my form and that’s the reason I speak only about HIM 

everywhere and at all times for the last 20 years. This is not happening as per my will. Even while mixing around in film 

circles, I continue to talk about Dadaji. He took me to places around the world, not because I wished it should happen 

that way. Why I went with HIM or for what purpose? - Today I am able to understand. I have observed and realized 

whosoever have come to take ‘sharan’ (Refugee) under HIS lotus feet, their egos are crushed, defeated. That’s the reason 

HE says- ‘Don’t try to understand me, you’ll die.’ Try to love HIM, the one who exists as ‘Prana’ (life) in every living being. 

How will you understand HIM? If HE isn’t present, everything falls quiet like a lifeless body. 



Whatever has been written about Dadaji by renowned scientists and intellectuals over past 20 years, none of this has ever 

been written about anyone during his lifetime. It may have been written posthumously. Never did it happen in previous 

ages, when intellectuals, scholars appeared in such huge numbers or have so many people gathered around in such 

massive scale. In this Kaliyuga, too many corrupt minds have emerged like never before. ‘’Therefore, you all just remember 

ME. This creation is mine.” If we split the word ‘DADA’ into two parts- The first ‘DA’ implies HE is always ever giving (to HIS 

creation). The second ‘DA’ implies HE has appeared as ‘Nama’ (The Divine name) only to introduce every one of us to 

‘Nama’(Mahanam) DA+DA in original language. 

In every 3 to 4 thousand years God appears in human form to make himself known to mankind. At the end of every cycle 

of civilization, human beings forget the existence of God, and apply their limited minds to call on their own annihilation 

through wars, rebellion and destruction which is nevertheless again followed by creation. This process has been in 

continuity for ages – Satya, Treta, Dwapar & Kali. This time the Kaliyuga has arrived in its worst form. We have too many 

distinctions based on caste, social discrimination, population explosion, so many divided countries, so many ashrams 

practicing Gurudom, so many temples, mosques, unethically institutionalized establishments in the name of religion, the 

emergence of the idea that God & Man should be considered as two separate entities. has never ever existed in such 

immense scale in any of the earlier civilizations. Hence, by assimilating all the powers of the creation, the All-powerful with 

HIS creative power-The Prakriti is here in tune-such has been the situation on earth. This is one kind of civilization that has so 

many caste barriers, religious discrimination and an exploding human population. However, Dadaji would not allow such 

a situation to thrive for long. HE said in HIS statement recorded in the year 1972- “Abhi, you would never realize 

Satyanarayana, The destroyer of evils of the Kaliyuga. This endless world is mine. All these rascals will fight and kill each 

other, but that would affect nothing. “In Yadav race, (Krishna clan) will exist either Satya or Kali’’. The Truth has to be 

established by hook or by crook. He has no mercy nor worldly attachments. (But he pretends He has them). He is beyond 

mind, but HE is prana (life), HE has no pain, because HE has no attachments, no mind function, beyond mind, however HE 

still exists (in human form). All the hermitages and Gurus shall slowly but eventually perish. 

Dadaji is all pervading in this eternal world; whatever occurs is occurring within HIM. Everything is Dada’s form-the form of 

eternity, the form of the formless, everything is HE. This is the reason nothing touches HIM, the never ending is HE, the 

unlimited sky, the formless, at the same time has appeared in form. Our body belongs to HIM. Satyanarayana has no 

breathing function (inhale-exhale), it’s beyond the concept of life and death. There is no feeling of happiness or misery 

either, HE is beyond mind, detached, for HIM there is no going anywhere or coming from somewhere- HE is static. He has 

no feelings, He is the root, the origin, the beginning, the unborn Govinda- The infinite, tranquil, has no vibrations. The 

presence of mind invites the concept of Truth-Lies, restlessness and it never finds peace. The formless Satyanarayana-the 

one that neither goes nor comes from anywhere, the unbound, eternal and corporeal at the same time. While being in 

HIS Dadaji form, HE wished something (Not planned since there is no mind function), HE got a little restless, and the ripples 

caused due to it resulted in The Creation. I will become several-the one who resides in all, splits into many with different 

minds. It’s HE in splits, all forms are my form, the joy of my manifestation. This is continuing over and over again, one 

civilization after the other. We humans get attached to our body and fall prey to the compulsions of mind, begin to feel 

this life only belongs to us- that there is nothing ahead or beyond, nothing that our limited mind will ever know about it. The 

one who is the sole life existence of this creation, the breathing function in every single living being, breathes as ‘Nama’, 

the abode of ‘Mahanaam’ is inside our hearts i.e., vrindavan where Gopal Govinda Nama chants along with the breathing 

process. All day and night the same Gopal Govinda, the soul-Dadaji, is embodied as life in everybody. HE hasn’t taken 

shelter in this body; HE is loosely neutral. Human beings think from their minds and assume the world belongs to them. The 

mind which is trapped in worldly attractions, the mind that inaugurates the I-sense once it is lured by material attachments. 

The aforesaid worldly attachment is also HE; HE becomes ‘many’ when gripped by these attachments, again HE is ONE 

when free from all attachments. Everything is HE, and therefore human beings have no identity of their own. However, HE 

would never let you realize this fact, that’s HIS leela (Divine Play). I’ll write more about this subject one by one. If Dadaji 

leaves HIS body, the entire body of creation will fall flat and lifeless, so life is God. There is nothing called “our body”-its 

Dadaji’s body. The body is given to us by ‘prakiti’ (nature)and it turns unresponsive, once HE exits the same. Dadaji is life 

eternal. Body+ Mind + Prana (life)=creation. 

Dadaji’s family name is Amiya Madhav Roy Choudhury. He lives with this family in Prince Anwar Shah Road, Calcutta. He 

is showing us God is not separate from family life-God is Himself family. He has no mind, hence no sense of attachments, 

mercy or benevolence (all mind function). However, HE pretends to be this way to establish Truth, for the sake of freeing 

mind from blind beliefs and achieve liberation, to enjoy His play through manifestations of His love. His manifestation 

permeates all over. This is my fortune that HE has roped me in along the path of His journey. My experiences have touched 



the pinnacle. I was just an actor by profession and had no understanding of how all of it would be-Who is God? Now as I 

see, He has thrusted upon me the responsibility to carry HIS work forward and has set my goals straight in just one direction. 

He has completely detached me from worldly duties. He directs and guides the mind of everyone whether in film world or 

real world, like did to me over last 20 years- Today it is just Dadaji & Me, worldly thoughts don’t creep inside my mind 

anymore, all my words emerge from within me through Dadaji, there is nothing about me anymore. From the beginning 

of civilization, the ‘ONE’ becomes ‘many’ and again consolidates all those ‘many’ into ‘ONE’. My mind is a witness to the 

fact, how relationships based on mind functions wipe away with time. This has happened in many cases where from 

complete submission to Dada’s love and ‘Mahanaam’, all the worldly attractions, pleasures which engage our mind, 

relationships end slowly by way of a natural process. Once this happens, mind is set free. This is called ‘Srishti Tatva’ (the 

principal element of creation)- ‘Dada Tatva’ This is made possible only in this civilization where the all-pervading Dadaji’s 

manifestation has taken place all over the globe and human minds will be set free by HIM. Fresh minds will be born with 

Dadaji in them, the cycle of creation and destruction will continue, the age of Satyanarayana will go on this way and 

Dadaji’s name will storm all over the world. 

(The English version of it will be soon published in America followed by the Bengali version) 

 

 


